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1 Introduction
During a rst-order phase transition in which a gauge symmetry is spon-
taneously broken, a number of eects depend on the scattering of particles
from the domain wall between the phases of broken and unbroken symmetry.
For instance, at the electroweak phase transition, a dierence in the reec-
tion coecients of particles carrying opposite quantum numbers could play a
role in producing the baryon asymmetry of the universe. Analytic solutions
for quark scattering from domain walls of two dierent proles are already in
the literature [1, 2], but so far there has been no analogous treatment for the
bosons of the theory. The study of boson scattering at a symmetry-breaking
phase transition is complicated by the fact that the two phases have dier-
ent particle contents, as explained by the Higgs mechanism. Addressing this
diculty is the main focus of the present work.
We begin by considering the simplest gauge theory with spontaneous
symmetry breaking, the Abelian Higgs model. To permit a static domain
wall to exist, we study the theory at its transition temperature. We nd the
modes of particulate excitation appropriate near the domain wall and express
the interaction of these modes with the wall in terms of a one-dimensional
scattering potential. We relate these internal modes to the particle modes
present in the asymptotic broken and unbroken phases. All these results are
valid for a general Higgs potential.
In section 3 we specialize to a quartic Higgs potential and obtain ana-
lytic solutions to the one-dimensional scattering equations for the internal
modes, including solutions which describe bound states. Using the connec-
tions between internal and asymptotic modes derived in section 2 we compute
scattering probabilities for the asymptotic particle states.
Having completed our analysis of the Abelian Higgs model, we proceed
in section 4 to study the electroweak phase transition in the standard model.
As a nonabelian gauge theory with partial symmetry breaking, the standard
2
model should be representative of the entire class of spontaneously broken
gauge theories. We nd that our results for the Abelian Higgs model may be
adapted without diculty to the case of the bosons in the standard model.
We complete our discussion of the standard model by applying the methods
of the previous sections to the case of the fermions. Specically, we obtain in-
ternal and asymptotic modes, scattering potentials, and connection matrices
for fermion scattering.
2 Internal and asymptotic modes
2.1 The model
The Abelian Higgs model contains two elds, a complex scalar eld  and
a U(1) gauge eld A


























gives  a charge +e. We place only a few conditions on the Higgs potential V .
There must be a minimum at zero for the unbroken-symmetry phase, and
another minimum at some v
0
for the broken phase. For a stable domain wall
to exist we need V (v
0
) = V (0); for convenience we take the common value
to be zero.









































































































































































= 0. We will nd this solution and study small perturbations
about it. We write

1
= v(z) + h (8)




to be perturbatively small.
The term of order zero in equation (5) is the condition for the eld con-






We allow the prime symbol to have two meanings: since V is a function of v
we take V
0
to be dV=dv; in all other cases a prime indicates a derivative with











in which the unbroken phase is taken to be at z =  1. We will also make
use of the solutions v = v
0
and v = 0 which describe uniform broken and
unbroken phases.










































If we take the divergence of equation (13) and apply the condition (9) on the
background eld we get equation (12) times a factor ev. Thus equation (12)
is redundant as long as v is not zero.
2.2 Particle content far from the wall
To obtain the rst-order equations appropriate to the phase of unbroken
symmetry we set v = 0 in equations (11){(13). Equation (11) for h becomes
( +m
2
)h = 0; (14)












Equations (14) and (16) combine to give a single Klein-Gordon equation for
the complex eld :
( +m
2
) = 0: (17)






These perturbative equations tell us that the unbroken phase contains a




linearized equations of motion describe only the interaction of particles with
the background eld v, not the interaction of particles with each other, so we
must refer back to the original Lagrangian to nd out that the scalar eld 
carries charge +e.
We dene the following normalized solutions of equations (17) and (18).
























We choose our coordinate system so that the four-vector p

is (!; p; 0; k). The
energy ! is always positive, but the momenta p and k may have either sign.
The solutions (19) are normalized so that their time-averaged z-component
of energy ux is
1
2
!k. In the case of the gauge boson solution A
T
the nor-






Although we use complex notation, the eld A

is real-valued; the operation



















= (0; 0; 1; 0): (22)
Using these standard solutions we can describe a eld conguration with














When a standard solution has negative energy we dene the coecient of
the solution to be the complex conjugate of the given complex number. For
6












Next we consider the phase of broken symmetry. Setting v = v
0
we nd













































which is invariant under perturbatively small gauge transformations allows



















According to equations (25) and (29) the broken phase contains a Higgs
scalar h of mass
e
m and a massive vector boson B

of mass M .
The normalized solutions of the broken-phase equations are as follows:






































; p; 0; k): (32)
7
2.3 Separation of scalar internal modes
We will reduce the equations of motion (11){(13) in the domain wall
background to independent scalar equations of the form
[ + U(z)]S = 0; (33)
where S is a scalar mode and U is the potential it sees. We take all elds
to be eigenstates of energy and transverse momentum, that is, to contain a
factor e
 i!t+ipx












+ U(z)]S = E
2
S (35)
for a particle with nonrelativistic energy E
2
, so our intuition for one-dimen-
sional scattering can be applied to the potential U . Equation (33) shows that
the asymptotic values U(1) are to be identied with the mass squared of
the scalar mode in the broken and unbroken phases.







To extract scalar modes from equation (13) for A

, the rst thing we do













We can get two scalar modes by making the ansatz B
3
= 0. In this case,
taking the divergence of equation (37) produces the relation @ B = 0, which


























= (p; !; 0; 0)=E (41)
"
2
= (0; 0; 1; 0): (42)





To obtain a third scalar mode from equation (37) we make the reason-
able assumption that the polarization of the third mode is orthogonal to
the polarizations of the two we already have. Referring back to equations
(41) and (42) we nd that orthogonality requires the rst three components






b for  6= 3. (43)









































We must eliminate b rather than B
3
, for the following heuristic reason: Suppose
we send a particle with the third polarization toward the wall with energy low enough
that it will be totally reected. When the particle reaches the classical turning point its
momentum is (!; p; 0; 0). Now, for a massive vector boson with this momentum the third
polarization is (0; 0; 0; 1), so at this particular point in the scattering b will be forced to
zero, not by the dierential equation it obeys, but by the changing polarization vector.
B
3





































Figure 1: Connections between internal and asymptotic modes.

























































 = 0; (49)

















This scalar mode, which describes the third polarization of the eld B

, we
refer to by the name B

.
2.4 Connection of internal and asymptotic modes
A schematic diagram of how the various modes connect to one another is
given in gure 1. We will devote the rest of this section to making a precise
statement of what this diagram means.
The elds h and B

which describe the scattering process are the same
as the elds in the broken phase, so to nd the connection between modes
10
p











































0 0 1 0
Table 1: Summary of polarization vectors. The vector "

is only meaningful




at +1 we need only express the asymptotic polarizations of B

in terms of
the internal ones. We summarize the various polarization vectors in table 1.
The only new information in this table is the polarization vector "

. To











































Using the fact that v
0
=v ! 0 in the broken phase, we read o the unnormal-
ized polarization vector from equations (52) and (54).
Expanding the broken-phase polarization vectors in terms of the internal
ones we obtain the following matrix equation connecting the internal modes
11


























































































where zeroes in the matrix have been replaced by blanks for legibility. At
normal incidence the matrix reduces to the identity.
The connection between the internal modes and the asymptotic modes in





. We consider a solution of the scattering
equation for the B
2
mode which is asymptotically a plane wave, that is, for







! 0 as z !  1: (56)










On the other hand, from the denition (28) of B

we nd that the eld



















, the two eld congurations are asymptotically









]! 0 as z ! 1: (59)
We use this condition|that the dierence between eld congurations go to
zero|as our criterion for connection.
12
We handle the B
1












































generated by an A
T1



















polarized in the direction of p

. Although the eld (63) is a valid solu-
tion of the unbroken-phase equation of motion (18) for A

, it has a eld
strength (F

) of zero and so carries no energy or momentum. We discard
this pure gauge solution and nd that B
1
connects directly to A
T1
.




in the preceding paragraphs has
obeyed the following convention, which we will continue to observe: whenever
we use a complex number to describe the asymptotic form of one of the
internal modes, the number is the coecient of a unit-amplitude plane wave.
We will apply the same convention to h and 
2
even though they are not
internal modes.
Next we discuss the connection between the internal mode B

and the as-
ymptotic modes in the unbroken phase. A solution of the scattering equation





! 0 as z ! 1; (64)
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Since v ! 0 in the unbroken phase, this eld conguration is divergent.





to be a plane wave with amplitude given by the complex number 
2




















As v! 0, the ratio v
0




















, the above argument using matching divergences does
not prove that the two modes connect, because the dierence of the matching
divergences contains a nite part which does not necessarily go to zero as z !




] correctly, we keep the






where the constant c is determined by the scattering equation (49) for the
B































! 0 as z ! 0; (69)
where the coecient C of the pure gauge solution is an appropriately chosen










] plus a pure gauge term. We discard the pure gauge




as in equation (67).









. Since h and 
2
are
real-valued elds, the amplitudes h and 
2









































































We collect all our results about the connection between the internal and






































































The matrix equations (55) and (74) are the desired precise statement of what
the connection diagram in gure 1 means.
3 Scattering from the domain wall
3.1 Specication of the potential
All our results up to this point are independent of the details of the Higgs
potential V (v). To obtain anything more than generalities about scattering
15
from the domain wall, however, it is necessary to give up this independence











In section 3.7 we will discuss how our results depend on this choice.
With this choice of potential the mass m (15) of the charged scalars is
equal to the mass
e

































































for the various potentials are listed in table 2.
3.2 Solution using hypergeometric functions
In this section we solve the scattering equation
[ + U(z)]S = 0 (33)
analytically for any potential U of the standard form (78), that is, any po-
tential quadratic in the variable s. Although our results are more general,
16





















































Table 2: Summary of internal mode scattering potentials. The mass ratioM
2





our method of solution is similar to that used by Ayala et al [2] to study the










































































































S = 0 (83)
3



















 = 1 + 2
0
:






One solution of the hypergeometric equation (83) is the hypergeomet-








F (; ; ; s) e
 i!t+ipx
: (86)
We study the asymptotic behavior of this solution, beginning with the case
z !  1, that is, s ! 0. As its argument s goes to zero the function F
reduces to unity, as does the factor (1   s)

1
. From equation (79) we nd
that as z !  1 the coordinate s simplies to e
mz
, so the solution (86) is






For the solution to describe scattering, this exponential must represent the
transmitted part of a wave incident from z = +1, that is, 
0
must be
negative imaginary. To avoid confusion, we take 
1
to be negative imaginary
as well.
To calculate the asymptotic behavior of the solution (86) in the opposite
limit z ! +1 we use the identity
F (; ; ; s) =
,(),(     )
,(   ),(   )
F (; ; +  + 1  ; 1  s) (88)
+




F (   ;    ;  + 1     ; 1  s):
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Taking into account the parameter values (84) and replacing 1   s by its
equivalent e
 mz





















































is negative imaginary, the second term represents the incident wave.






























































In the case of total reection we make the transmitted wave (87) into a
decaying exponential by taking 
0
to be positive real. Although the particle
is totally reected, the transmission coecient t does not become zero, and
indeed it need not, being merely the coecient of a decaying exponential.
The reection coecient r does reach unit amplitude, however.
The solution of the hypergeometric equation (83) which represents a par-
ticle incident from  1 is
~
S = F (; ; +  + 1  ; 1   s): (92)
Proceeding as before we nd reection and transmission coecients which










to be positive real and























The gamma function has no zeroes, but it does have a pole at each nonpositive







+ is always either strictly positive or








   be a nonpositive integer, that is, that







) = n (94)
for some nonnegative integer n. We attempt to satify this condition by
varying the energy E
2



























As a result,   may take any value from  1 up to but not including a
maximum N given by










and equation (94) can be satised for any nonnegative integer n < N . Solving
equation (94) for E
2




























For bound states the solution (86) of the hypergeometric equation simplies,
because when   is equal to a nonnegative integer n the power series for the
hypergeometric function









+    (99)
collapses to a polynomial of degree n. The lowest-energy bound state has











Using the parameters U
i
given in table 2 we can compute the number of
bound states for each of the internal modes. For the B

mode we nd the
bound state parameter N is never positive, so there are no bound states, but
then we expect none in a potential without a minimum.
The h mode has N = 2 and so has two bound states. We apply equa-





































To make a physical interpretation of these bound states we remember that
h represents a small perturbation added to the background eld v. The fac-
tor sech
2
(mz=2) which appears in the rst bound state (101) is proportional
to v
0
(z), and adding a small amount of v
0
(z) to v has the eect of translating
the wall in the z-direction, so the wavefunction (101) describes a plane-wave
oscillation of the local position of the wall. The second bound state (102)
describes a similar oscillation of the local thickness of the wall. These two
excitations of the wall can be thought of as quasiparticles conned to the






of zero and (3=4)m
2
respectively. No
matter what Higgs potential V we choose, the h mode always has a bound
state for oscillations of the wall position|we need only apply the equation





es equation (11) whenever E
2
= 0. The underlying physical reason for the
existence of this bound state is the translation invariance of the Lagrangian.






in the range 3=4 <M
2
< 2 the B

mode
has a single bound state. Neither the energy (98) nor the wavefunction (100)
of this state simplify further. The bound state parameter N and energy E
2





















mode. The dotted line in the second plot marks the
start of the continuum of unbound states.
3.4 Reection and transmission probabilities
For the case in which total reection does not occur we calculate the reec-
tion and transmission probabilities R and T for a particle incident from +1.
Starting from the coecients (90) and (91) and applying the identity


































































































Using trigonometric identities we convert the transmission probability




























Except in a few cases which we discuss momentarily, the transmission prob-
ability is a strictly increasing function of the energy E
2
with a square-root
singularity at the threshold of total reection. A typical curve is shown in




the square-root singularity is replaced by a linear
approach to zero, unless also cos 2 =  1, in which case the transmission
probability T  1 is no longer even strictly increasing. According to gure 3
the energyE
2
need only be a small fraction of the massm
2
above threshold for
the transmission probability to be signicant. Other choices of the scattering
potential do not make the onset of transmission signicantly slower|in all





the threshold. On the other hand, the onset becomes much faster as the
potential approaches any of the potentials which give T  1.




modes have the generic form
described in the previous paragraph. If the gauge boson mass M were zero,
the B

mode would have T  1, so if the gauge boson mass M is small
23
compared to m the curve for the B

mode will have a sharp onset. The
onset in the B





and  = 5=2 make the transmission probability unity. This result does not
generalize to an arbitrary Higgs potential V . For most choices of V , the
mass m of the charged scalars is dierent from the mass
e
m of the Higgs, so
that reection|in fact, total reection|is possible.
3.5 Scattering of asymptotic modes
































































































































































Using these two equations and the reection and transmission coecients
(90) and (91) we can calculate scattering probabilities for a particle incident
from the broken or unbroken phase. We use an inverted connection equation
to convert a unit amplitude for the incident asymptotic mode into amplitudes
for internal modes, multiply by the appropriate reection and transmission
coecients to nd the scattered amplitudes at both positive and negative
innity, and use the connection equations to convert back to amplitudes for
asymptotic modes. We take the norm of these amplitudes to get probabilities,
multiplying in the case of transmission by the appropriate momentum ratio.
The meaning of the symbol k depends on the context in which it appears.
To avoid confusion, we dene for each of the dierent particle masses a
24










and write each k in terms of these momenta. In the connection equation (55)
for the broken phase, k is the momentum of a massive vector boson, that
is, jkj = k
M
. Because equation (55) expresses asymptotic amplitudes in the
broken phase in terms of internal ones, we will apply it to particles moving



































































































To obtain the connection equation for particles moving toward the wall, we




































































































Substituting k =  k
m
into equation (74) gives the connection equation for










































































while inverting and substituting k = +k
m
gives the equation for particles
25










































































We attach subscripts to the symbols r, t, R, and T to indicate to which
internal mode they apply. As before, the symbols r and t represent reection














Using the method described at the beginning of this section, we calcu-
late the transmission probabilities for a B
L
particle incident from the broken
phase. We follow the initial amplitude vector through the processes of con-
version into internal modes, transmission, and conversion into asymptotic





































































































































































To obtain transmission probabilities we take the norm of each element of







Figure 4: Contour plot of the normal connection probability P as a function
of p=M and k
M
=M , with contour interval 0:1. The probability P is unity at
normal incidence and zero at grazing incidence.




































































































The normal connection probability P ranges from unity at normal incidence
to zero at grazing incidence; its behavior at intermediate angles is shown in
gure 4.
The results (115) of the previous calculation suggest a simpler method
which we describe for the case of transmission in the 
+
mode. As indicated




. Since there is no interfer-


















































































































































Table 3: Scattering probabilities for asymptotic modes. A blank entry indi-
cates a probability of zero.
probability amplitudes and can read o the transmission probability PT

=2
directly. Using this method we obtain most of the scattering probabilities
given in table 3. For generality we do not make use of the fact that T
h
 1.
The only entries of table 3 that require further calculation are the ones that











3.6 Interference between internal modes
We consider the reection of an incident B
L
particle. The amplitude


































































































































































We take the norm of the elements of the nal amplitude vector to obtain two
reection probabilities, the probability R
L
of reection of B
L
as itself and





we calculate the corresponding reection probabilities for a B
T1
particle, we








































































The interference term which appears in equations (119){(121) is pro-
portional to the factor








is positive, the interference term increases the proba-
bility of crossing. For mass ratios M
2








Figure 6: Crossing enhancement factor













is not complicated. The curve shown in gure 6 is typical|

drops






to a positive minimum, then
returns gradually to 1.
We plot a set of representative curves for mass ratiosM
2
< 1 in gure 7.




> 1 the curves all exhibit the same positive minimum




< 1 where the B

mode is
totally reected, the curves are qualitatively dierent from one another. The
mass ratio M
2




= 1 reaches unit height is only
approximately 0:4225, but the ratio at which the

=  1 minimum vanishes









































































Figure 7: Crossing enhancement factor




























Table 4: Conversion probabilities for high-energy particles.











both reduce to R

=4.
3.7 Discussion of results
For particles with energy suciently far above all relevant mass thresh-
olds the internal mode transmission probabilities are essentially unity and
the process of scattering from the domain wall can be regarded as a pro-
cess of conversion of particles between phases. In this limit the scattering
probabilities in table 3 reduce to the conversion probabilities in table 4. The
breakdown of this approximation occurs when either the momentum of the
incident particle approaches zero or one of the internal modes to which the
particle connects approaches total reection.
We consider the extent to which our results based on the quartic poten-
tial of equation (75) apply when the Higgs potential is more general. With
the exception of the plots of

, the results of sections 3.5 and 3.6 hold for
an arbitrary Higgs potential|all dependence on the potential is contained
in the reection and transmission amplitudes for the internal modes. From
the discussion of bound states in section 3.3 we draw the following generally
applicable conclusions: The potential U

is always monotone increasing, so
the B

modes never have bound states. The B

mode need not have a bound
state, but is capable of supporting at least one. The h mode is guaranteed
32
Spin Family Y SU(2) SU(3)
B

1 - 0 - -
W

1 - 0 triplet -
G

1 - 0 - octet

































Table 5: Fields appearing in the standard model. A check indicates that
the eld transforms according to the fundamental representation of the cor-
responding group.
to have at least one bound state. We cannot make any more specic state-
ment about the bound states of the h mode, because for any positive integer
there exist Higgs potentials V (v) for which the h mode has that number of
bound states. Suitable Higgs potentials can be constructed by joining three





wells of various sizes.
4 Extension to the standard model
4.1 Reduction to two subproblems
The elds appearing in the standard model are listed in table 5, along
with their transformation properties under the various symmetry groups. We




to have completely dierent meanings
than in the previous sections.
33
































































































































are matrices in family space.
To study scattering from a domain wall at the electroweak phase transi-
















derive equations of motion, dene

1
= v + h; (8)
take all elds except v to be perturbatively small, and obtain an equation
for the static domain wall solution v along with rst-order equations of mo-
tion which describe perturbations about it. First, however, we simplify the
calculation by removing from the Lagrangian terms which do not contribute
to the end result, such as terms higher than quadratic in elds other than .
Specically, we remove the bilinear terms from the gauge eld strengths
and the gauge couplings from the fermion covariant derivatives. The fermion
34
mass terms are quadratic in the perturbatively small fermion elds and so
do not contribute to the equations of motion for . Consequently, we can
expand  according to equations (129) and (8) even before deriving the equa-
































Redening the fermion elds by applying independent unitary rotations in
family space to the left and right components of the elds e, u, and d allows






to be diagonal with positive
real eigenvalues.
As a result of the above transformations the Lagrangian (126) falls into



















2 times the eigenvalue of the
appropriate mass matrix. We consider the massive fermions further in sec-




































are Lagrangians of free particles. To rst order the neutrinos and gluons do
not interact with the domain wall, and we do not consider them further. The







































we analyze in the following section.
35
4.2 Standard model bosons
Having reduced the standard model Lagrangian (126) to the boson La-
grangian (134), we apply the method described in the previous section and
derive equations of motion. After some calculation, we nd that the condition












































































, as are the












































































































































































































































which describes a noninteracting massless gauge boson|the photon.
We summarize the correspondence between the standard model and the












































The right side of the table shows the names we assign to the analogues of B

and M . From the dening equations (28) and (30) for B




























By applying the above correspondence to our results for the Abelian Higgs
model we can nd out nearly everything we want to know about standard
model bosons. To be specic, we obtain the denitions and scattering po-






































Figure 8: Connections between neutral modes in the standard model.
the internal modes to the asymptotic ones. What the correspondence fails to







the complex modes appropriate to the unbroken phase. The modes h and 
2
combine just as in the Abelian Higgs model|copying equation (73) we dene


















and obtain the connection diagram given in gure 8. The associated connec-
tion equations, scattering probabilities, and conversion probabilities may be
found by applying the correspondence to equations (55) and (74) and tables
3 and 4.




combine with each other rather than with




















the connection equations involving these modes will not be exact analogues
of the connection equations of the Abelian Higgs model. Taking the relevant
parts of equations (55) and (74) and applying the correspondence, we obtain
38











































































































































. We dene charged gauge



























Since the denitions (151) and (154) describe the same linear transformation
of amplitudes, the connection matrices for the charged bosons are identical
to those in equations (152) and (153). We present one of the associated
connection diagrams in gure 9; the absence of connections between positive
and negative bosons is of course guaranteed by the conservation of electric
charge.
4
Applying the methods of sections 3.5 and 3.6 produces the scattering
probabilities given in table 6 and the conversion probabilities, that is, the
transmission probabilities for high-energy particles, given in table 7.
4.3 Scattering of fermions
Variation of the Dirac Lagrangian (131) gives the Dirac equation
(i@
=
  v) = 0: (155)
4
The correct analogue of the charge non-conservation in scattering in the Abelian Higgs

































































































































Table 7: Conversion probabilities for charged modes in the standard model.
40
To reduce this equation to scattering equations for scalar internal modes we















 = 0: (157)
We take
~
 to be proportional to an eigenvector u




























The existence of two dierent potentials for fermion scattering is an ar-
tifact of the process of extracting scalar modes, because any solution  of















































, because of the following
advantage of the potential U
f+
: being the sum of two positive terms which
go to zero at  1, it has no absolute minimum and so clearly has no bound
states.
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Although we have reduced the Dirac equation (155) to a scalar equa-
tion (159), we have not yet dened internal and asymptotic modes for the
fermion eld. For the moment we consider only positive-energy solutions of
equation (155). In the Pauli-Dirac representation of the matrices 

, the
normalized asymptotic solutions for the eld  can be written in terms of a

















is compatible with massless particles, so these asymptotic solutions can be
used in both the broken and unbroken phases. The two-component spinor '




' = 1: (164)
To study the relation between internal and asymptotic solutions we con-
sider a solution f
+





















is a constant two-component spinor. Substituting into the denitions
(156) and (158), we nd that the resulting asymptotic eld  is equal to  [']






! + v   ik ip




As before, we choose the coordinate system so that the transverse momen-
tum p lies along the x-axis. Because the values of the quantities k and v
42
appearing in equation (167) depend on whether the particle is in the broken
or unbroken phase and on what the sign of the z-momentum is, the spin
direction determined by ' can change as a result of the scattering process.













(! + v  p   ik)

(169)
which point in the directions y^ and  y^ independent of the values of k and v.




to have spins aligned






































are constant, as required, as a result of the
identity
j! + v  p   ikj
2
= 2(! + v)(!  p): (171)

































































which is valid in both the broken and unbroken phases when the appropriate
values of k and v are used. Because the connection matrix is diagonal, we
43
conclude that our chosen asymptotic modes do not interconnect and that





for the internal mode f
+
. The appear-
ance of nontrivial complex phases in the connection matrix of equation (173)
indicates that in general the spin of the fermion rotates about the y-axis
during scattering.
To obtain the negative-energy solutions of the Dirac equation (155) we







Applying charge conjugation to an incident negative-energy particle produces
an incident positive-energy particle, for which we know the solution of equa-
tion (155). Applying charge conjugation again yields the desired negative-
energy solution. Under charge conjugation the magnitudes of the coe-
cients of the scattered waves do not change, so the negative-energy solutions






For the quartic Higgs potential (75), the scattering potential U
f+
can





from equations (104) and (105). For



















where the mass ratio M
2
f






. The scattering prob-
abilities so obtained agree with those of Ayala et al [2]. Our discussion of
5
We do not simply take ! to be negative, because the analysis of asymptotic behavior
in section 3.2 relies on the positive energy of the solution.
44
fermion scattering diers from theirs primarily in that we have explicitly
considered the polarization of the fermion.





has the generic form described in that section unless the
scattering potential is close to a potential which gives T  1, in which case
the onset of transmission is more abrupt. Just such an increasing abruptness
of onset occurs in the f
+
mode as the mass ratioM
2
f
goes to zero. The eect
can be seen in gure 10, in which we plot the transmission probability at




. Although the same eect occurs within the B

mode, it is





are of the same order of magnitude as the Higgs mass m, while
the fermion masses are generally much smaller.
5 Conclusion
We have resolved the diculties associated with the change of particle
content across a domain wall at a symmetry-breaking phase transition and
obtained scattering solutions for scalar and gauge bosons. The relationship




provides a precise statement of the intuition
that in a spontaneously broken gauge theory each apparent Goldstone boson
turns into the longitudinal polarization of a massive gauge boson.
Our results should prove fundamental to many dierent calculations in-
volving the electroweak phase transition in the standard model. Although
the scattering probabilities for asymptotic particles interacting with a do-
main wall are interesting for some purposes, we expect that the scalar internal
modes, which are capable of describing the gradual change in particle content









Figure 10: Transmission probability near threshold for the f
+
mode, plotted
as a function ofM
2
f
. The energy E
2
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